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Center of Gravity (CoG)
matters

 

CoG can impact tee shot distance by 20+ yardsCoG can impact tee shot distance by 20+ yards
 

Below are two drivers with exactly the same loft. Let’s assume they also

have the identical shaft and shaft length.
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The white DOT marks the CoG

The white line through the center of each driver represents the neutral axis.

Almost all drivers have a CoG that is above this line. Both the distance

above, and how forward or back the CoG is, will impact on the angle the ball

actually launches, the amount of spin on the ball, and the amount of MOI

(forgiveness the driver has).

The driver on the left will go farther for a slower swing speed golfer as it will

launch higher and with more spin. The driver on the right will go farther for

a more aggressive golfer with a faster swing speed because it will launch a

little lower and spin a lot less.

 

The difference between CoG

locations in drivers can be measured

in millimeters, but the difference in

distance can be measured in tens of

yards.

 

CoG affects the launch conditions (angle and spin) and that significantly

impacts on how far your ball will travel.

 

Fix your millimeters and yardsFix your millimeters and yards
Get every yard off the tee your potential deserves. Come and have a tee

shot assessment and let's see how we can add 20, 30 and even more yards

to your tee shots.

 

Contact us >Contact us >

What matters most to you?
 

https://tpcriversbend.glflocker.com


 

Without us influencing you in any way, please click on the link below now

and answer just one (required) question about your relationship with the

game of golf.

Answer now >Answer now >

 

 

http://tpcriversbend.greensidegolfer.com/pages/the-simple-satisfaction-survey


 

This is a genuine attempt in collaboration with hundreds of other clubs and

PGA Professionals to have a better understanding of what golfers want out

of the game.

 

 

If you haven’t already done soIf you haven’t already done so
Now you know this is a very short and very private survey – no personal

details required. So go on

Answer now >Answer now >

 

http://tpcriversbend.greensidegolfer.com/pages/the-simple-satisfaction-survey
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